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Introduction
This is a report on the learning journey hosted by GenderCC in Sedibeng District, Gauteng on 12-13
October 2021. A total of 30 people participated over the 2 days (19 women, 11 youth) including
farmers, local and partner organisations, and officials from Midvaal Local Municipality (LM)
(programme in Annex 1; participant list in Annex 2).
The learning journey is part of a WWF Nedbank Green Trust funded project titled “Towards
recalibrating food systems in and beyond the Covid-19 crisis”. This initiative emerged from
emergency food relief work carried out by civil society organisations (CSOs) and networks in 2020 at
the start of the Covid lockdown. These included the C19 People’s Coalition in Gauteng, and a short
project sponsored by Heinrich Boell Foundation (HBF) in Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) to extend
the relief work and expand to longer-term goals of local food production.
At the start of the Covid lockdown, there were challenges with the formal system in getting food to
resource-poor communities. People were rendered immobile and millions lost access to income and
food. A strong sentiment emerged from the ground of the need to have some own production to
support local food access in these conditions. There is a direct link with the environmental crisis as
well, especially around climate. Gauteng is already experiencing hotter and drier conditions and
these are expected to intensify. This requires flexibility in production methodologies towards low
external input production and conserving natural resources of soil, water and biodiversity. Activities
have been geared towards support to backyard growers and small-scale farmers to use cost-effective
methods of production, and to produce food for their own use and for local distribution and sale. An
important element of the work is to facilitate closer links between small-scale producers and
consumers in localities instead of food access being mediated by faceless markets controlled by large
multinationals in long supply chains making super-profits off social crises.
Through this process partnerships were formed, with Seriti Institute working in Bela Bela in Limpopo;
GenderCC and Seriti in the south parts of the City of Johannesburg, the West Rand and Sedibeng in
Gauteng; Southern Africa Food Lab (SAFL) in eThekwini and iLembe in KZN; and Association for Rural
Advancement (AFRA) in uMgungundlovu in KZN. For some partners, support for food production is a
new sphere of activity. Other partners are building on previous activities, consolidating and
supporting a producer base and linking to local consumers through diverse channels. This is
accompanied by the idea of democratisation of food systems, with more local agency, and people to
be part of conversations and decisions on what food is produced, and how it is produced and
distributed.
As part of these activities, GenderCC constructed a database of 99 producers in South and West
Gauteng, with 55% women and 26% youth. In September 2021 GenderCC produced a report profiling
these farmers. The majority are market-oriented smallholders selling into loose value chains (mainly
informal markets). Ninety percent of the producers have under 10 ha of land for production, with an
average of 1.73 ha for those under 10 ha. Farmers are mostly using compost/manure for soil fertility
and mostly using self-produced organic remedies for pest management, although a third is using
toxic chemicals. Water mainly comes from boreholes and municipal supplies. Water constraints are
identified as a priority issue for farmers. Water challenges include lack of infrastructure (tanks,
pipes), lack of availability in some places, and poor services (water cuts, low pressure). Farmers have
limited organisation on the ground. Of those who are in organisations, by far the majority are
on-farm organisations/cooperatives, with very few functioning cross-farm associations. Production
amongst the farmers is mainly vegetables and herbs. Some farmers have a few trees, and a smaller
number have livestock or poultry. Integrated production is rare or non-existent.

Learning and sharing is a big component of the work. Each partner in the Green Trust project is to
host a learning journey in their area. Objectives of the learning journey are to interact with local food
system actors including farmers, community organisations, government officials and the private
sector to see what others are trying, what is working, what are the challenges, and how are others
overcoming common challenges. SAFL facilitated a learning journey in eThekwini and iLembe in KZN
in May 2021 as part of the project. Key issues arising included the role of the municipal agri-hubs and
their relation with farmers, farmer organisation, production coordination, quality assurance and
participatory mechanisms for this including the participatory guarantee system (PGS) and LocalGAP,
discussion on agroecology/organic vs conventional farming, and civil society alignment with
government programmes. As revealed below, a number of these themes also came up in Gauteng.
The Gauteng farmer profile and the SAFL learning journey reports are available on request.
Thanks are extended to Ntombi Matjene, Marlvin Muvirimi and Wendy Tsotetsi for organising the
learning journey, to participants for their active engagement, and to farmers, enterprises and the
Midvaal Local Municipality for opening their spaces to us to learn and share.

Day 1: Tues 12 October 2021
Ms Matshidiso Masebe, Masebe Farm, Rietspruit
Ms Matshidiso Masebe, owner and director of Masebe Farm, gave an overview of her farm before
leading participants on a tour of the farm. Matshidiso took over from her husband who sadly passed
away earlier in 2021. The Masebes had started with a lease in 2008. At that time they only had a
piggery and nothing else. For years they tried getting funds from government and elsewhere but with
no luck. In 2019 they developed a plan to move from the piggery to focus on vegetables and herbs
with an emphasis on transitioning towards organic production by reducing synthetic chemical inputs
and use of organic fertiliser from Hyamatla1 which converts invasive water hyacinth from
Hartbeespoort Dam into organic fertiliser. This was a risky proposition, but Coca Cola Beverages
South Africa approved it for infrastructure support. The farm was essentially established over the
past 3 years. They have received no support from government.
With the funds they have developed their infrastructure significantly, including a large packhouse (no
equipment yet), storage shed, office, various smaller structures, tunnels and net structures which
they installed themselves, extensive irrigation, 6 boreholes, tanks, greenhouses, a nursery, worm
farm (which feeds directly into the irrigation system), tractors and other farm vehicles, etc. They are
also interested in incorporating aquaculture and solar power. 170 ha is fenced, with maize on 50 ha.
Loadshedding (electricity cuts) has come at a high cost and the farm lost stock of R80,000 recently.
This prompted them to purchase a generator.
The farm produces diverse herbs including coriander, rocket, basil and parsley, and vegetables
including cucumber, spinach, Swiss chard, other green leafy vegetables, beetroot, tomatoes and
peppers. They use a small amount for their own consumption, with the rest for sale. They do quality
and cultivar checks and grow their own seedlings in a nursery. They have planned to do organic
vegetables and use Conservation Agriculture for maize to do things in a different way. They have a
seed bank and a maize programme using non-genetically modified (non GM) maize. There is an
emphasis on soil health.
The farm has impressive administrative systems in place with close and detailed monitoring of
expenditure, staff and activities and a detailed production plan. The farm has production blocks and
1

https://www.hyamatlaorganics.co.za/

they monitor who planted which block, when etc. They are working on full traceability systems.
Financial and management skills from the late Mr Masebe and the current caretaker have assisted in
developing good administrative and production planning and monitoring systems.

Spinach and tomato production under shade/tunnels using drip irrigation, Masebe Farm

Matshidiso says that getting a stable market is not easy even with infrastructure. They have initiated
the process for SA GAP accreditation but first had to reduce their chemical use on produce. The farm
was selling to Harvest Fresh market but produce was rejected because of quality issues. They then
went to Freshlinq. The idea is to start with a good foundation and to check all the elements, water,
fertiliser etc. They have no market agreement yet, but anticipate this will come soon. They also sell
into local markets. Matshidiso says farmers should work together to create their own fresh produce
market without agents who take a big cut and farmers get lower prices. They have identified places,
there are many farmers, so they could build up, one farmer at a time.

The Masebe Farm packhouse could potentially serve the local producer network, but requires equipment

Participants then went on a farm tour and saw the equipment/machinery shed and packhouse. The
water system incorporates irrigation, tanks and vermiculture. They are considering also putting
tilapia into the 100,000 litre reservoir. 40 litres of worm tea per week are fed into the fertigation
system. We looked at the herb tunnel, nurseries, open air production and tunnel production. The
nursery has significant capacity with potential to produce up to 1 million seedlings. In 2020 Masebe
Farm donated 10,000 seedlings to 6 schools. 700kg of spinach were harvested in the last week. They

previously did Roma tomatoes but the market was not good, so they have switched to cherry
tomatoes where there is a market, planting in stages for continuous production. The farm currently
employs 20 people, with 13 of these full time. There were challenges during Covid when people
couldn’t come to work and they had to reduce employment.

40 litres of worm tea a week is fed from the vermiculture unit into the irrigation system

There was some discussion about SA GAP and that it promotes companies that follow protocols. It is
based on no chemicals that harm people. Organic production is important. The world is moving to
better health. People are experiencing negative physical reactions to chemicals and are looking for
clean food. Farmers can serve anyone from export to local markets if they produce healthy, clean
food.
Mthetho (SAFL) said it is good to see that farmers are looking at food safety on their own initiative,
as this is generally not seen as a priority. Farmers should be trained. There is a dilemma that we
speak of agroecology but LocalGAP is mainly about regulating the use of toxic chemicals, but not
necessarily eliminating them.
Matsobane (farm manager/caretaker) indicates there are sometimes challenges with pest
management when inter-cropping because different plants react differently to chemicals, sometimes
adversely, so planning must take into consideration what to inter-crop if the farmer is using
chemicals.

Mr Phori Ntsane, Rietspruit Community Project
Participants travelled to Mr Phori Ntsane’s plot nearby Masebe Farm, next to a small settlement.
Phori established Rietspruit Community Project as a non-profit organisation (NPO). The garden was
started in 2015 with raised beds but they found this method was not suitable for their needs. In 2016
Phori participated in an exchange visit to China and on his return was awarded a prize from the
National Youth Development Agency (NYDA). In 2019 he was chosen as the best subsistence
producer in Gauteng. However, Covid then hit, which made conditions more difficult for producing
and selling.
Phori introduced the ‘smart pocket’ which is essentially a circle of construction plastic filled with
10cm of soil, 30cm of compost/manure, and topsoil. This allows for more intensive production on a
small scale. The pockets are effective at retaining moisture. They should be mulched although there
is not enough grass currently available to mulch properly. Water is from a borehole 100m from the

garden. The project is working on drip irrigation but there are problems with low water pressure
(which could be offset with the installation of a pressure pump).
The project started with 60 pockets expanding to 1,660 pockets currently, each with 10 plants, thus
producing 16,600 plants on a small area (currently about two-thirds of the whole area of 0.5 ha).
Phori is planning to expand to 1 ha and land is available to do this. They have an area for
permaculture but it has been challenging to implement. Cutworm is a bit of a problem. They have
tried to intercrop with onions to repel the cutworms but this was not effective. Another farmer on
the learning journey suggested trying garlic. The spinach will not react well to chilli so those should
not be used. Ten people are active in the garden, mostly women. The project has been self-funded to
date. GenderCC did assist with some seedlings for this season.

‘Smart pockets’ at Rietspruit community garden

Production is for some own consumption and sales. The project plans to do peppers and tomatoes.
There is a small nursery structure which they are busy fixing. They do want to expand. There are
people driving from Sebokeng to Brits to get spinach. At least part of that demand can be met locally.
They are also experimenting with processing of onions to make a paste that is bottled and sold.
Unprocessed onions are too cheap on the market to make it worthwhile to produce for sale. They are
still at testing stage and approached SABS for food safety testing. However, SABS said they must go to
local agents who do the testing, but these testers are not active as a result of Covid, and they are
now at an impasse on what to do next.
The garden is very hot with no shade. A few young trees have been planted in some places on the
edge of the garden but others could be added on the edges and in the garden. These will cool the
garden down, provide shade and food, and act as windbreaks. Swales could also be contoured and
dug to catch water runoff down the slope. These features can enhance the garden design.

Ms Nana Khumalo, Unitas Park
Participants travelled to the urban garden of Nana Khumalo, who is working with two others on 2.5
ha with 1.5 ha under production. They have two cold rooms (6x8m and 4x4m) and a freezer but
these are not equipped inside and are not currently being used.

Nana Khumalo is mainly producing spinach

Nana is mainly producing spinach, covo (an heirloom kale popular with Zimbabweans) and kale
which are in demand. She prefers using hybrid seed for better yields but cannot recycle the seed.
They had layers (chickens) but stopped production because it was too expensive. Nana wants to do
processing but is not properly set up yet. The cold rooms don’t have shelves, and the drainage in the
shed is not right for processing. Unitas Park is an urban area with 3-phase electricity, making the cold
stores expensive to run. Finance is an issue. The cold stores are in working condition but need to be
serviced. They were installed using funds from Women in Agriculture and Rural Development
(WARD), but this was only partial support.

Covo is a leafy green popular in Zimbabwe

The plot has borehole water. There are some challenges with calcium blocking the irrigation pipes.
There is a rudimentary irrigation system but equipment is lacking. Irrigation is mostly overhead
sprinklers which can cause problems with rust in summer. There are some areas with drip irrigation.
The whole area could be planted.

Nana’s main markets are informal but the product must be good or it will be rejected. There is
currently excess spinach on the market. She is selling at R10 for a big bunch and then hawkers break
the bunches into smaller units to sell. Nana wants to diversify into herbs and vegetables. She used to
supply Evaton Pick n Pay but the WARD cluster group Nana was part of was too slow. She also
supplied Vaal Tech before Covid. Farmers do speak to each other to get supply if needed.

Discussion day 1
Ntombi (GenderCC/Seriti) opened the discussion by identifying three network opportunities. Masebe
Farm is not quite commercial yet but has good infrastructure for processing. They can also assist as a
training venue. She has a nursery and so does Phori. An idea the project in Gauteng has been having
is to support the establishment of nurseries in different locations e.g. Rietspruit / Evaton / Sebokeng
that can provide seedlings to farmers clustered in each area. These can be established as enterprises
that sell to farmers and for their own use. Farmers are scattered but we build a web. Nana has cold
storage and can also be an aggregation point. We can plug into systems that are already working for
fresh produce and meat, although effective quality control will be required. Compost production
training was done with some farmers. Those with kraal manure or poultry manure can supply this
direct to the farmer network, or can add value by producing compost for distribution.
In discussion during the learning journey a similar proposal arose around use of existing cold chain
assets owned by Umgibe/Nonhlanhla Joye for eThekwini farmers. Mthetho will investigate this. The
idea is to leverage existing assets rather than starting from scratch each time.
Sindi (eThekwini Agroecology) said she can see that it is not only eThekwini farmers who are
struggling with markets. Farmers in Gauteng seem more self-motivated as they are receiving less
support from government. There are also spinach and cabbage surpluses in eThekwini. This points to
the issue of production coordination across multiple farmers to reduce competition with the same
crops at the same times.
Mthetho said he got the sense that farmers want to conform with SA GAP, SABS standards etc. But
where are they going forward? If we take away talking on production and markets, which people can
do themselves, but how to take this the next step? Ntombi indicated that GDARD has a person
focusing on LocalGAP but there is lack of communication, and farmers don’t know about them.
LocalGAP can attract better markets but farmers are shying away from informal markets. These are
good but there are also challenges such as low prices. Cost of labour is a big issue. Mthetho indicated
that Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) is a management system that addresses food
safety through analysis of biological chemical and physical hazards throughout the value chain. There
are multiple organisations here and there are also others that can help.
Phori said that farmers are working in siloes. For example, Spar and Boxer will open for suppliers.
Farmers take the contract but then can’t supply. As farmers we need to work together and
coordinate e.g. if we have 10 ha under production we coordinate across all and look at what produce
we have. We must work like commercial farmers on economies of scale and coordination. They are
not competing with each other. There is a market, but how do we benefit? Many farmers are
expecting 100% profit but this is not realistic. We must regroup as farmers and remove “tsotsi
thinking”. We must also consider the market environment. Potatoes are expensive now. Tomatoes
were expensive but now everyone is planting tomatoes. ZZ2 are here now and they have 625 ha of
tomatoes. We can’t compete there so we must look at what we can produce. We need coordinated
timing and planning for better profit. On cold storage, electricity is expensive, but we can share costs.

It is not difficult. We have resources and facilities, the question is how to share and use these.
Farmers should collaborate.
Ntombi said she visited the Dendron potato market recently. The big commercial farmers were hit by
frost which led to supply shortfalls and subsequently higher prices. Smallholders are planting 10-20
ha each. Production was low. They collaborated, with a planting schedule across all farms, and a
rotation plan. Trucks move from site to site and farmers give buyers information on where to buy.
The current market price is R110/10kg bag, and the smallholder farmers are able to sell profitably at
R68/10kg. This emphasises the importance of production planning and sharing markets amongst the
farmers.
Mthetho asked if there are farmer associations or groups here, and what is the organisation to get
farmers together. Nana responded by saying it is no more about associations. It is now about
individual farmers but they must club together, working with people to run a business. There are
challenges with associations, lots of politics. We should rather focus on farmers as individuals,
working with those who work instead of sitting still while waiting for support. Farmers should be
selected on the basis of their work. Nana says she doesn’t want to go under another organisation.
Phori said that many farmers are farming for the sake of it. We need to consider the production and
marketing environment, pricing, etc. We have to compare our price with the Johannesburg Fresh
Produce Market (FPM), the price must be the same or less. Then we need to understand the issue of
weather, soil type for what to produce, etc. We can then approach supermarkets to buy based on
standards of production and quality. We should produce to common standards on size, types of input
etc. There is a problem with consistency e.g. bunch sizes vary. Organic takes longer but is better
produce. How to compete with conventional production?
Mthetho asked how can farmers work together? Nana responded that farmers know each other. It is
best to take these, and then build from there. Wendy (community organiser) said that when she
started, she knew these farmers. They were doing well on their own. Formal organisations or
associations don’t look at them. With associations, when government funding comes it goes to the
higher farmers. In contrast we start with marginalised farmers. We must change the mindset. We are
not competing, we are starting with ourselves. Farmers at the top demotivate those lower down, and
there is nothing for them. We must listen to producers. Wendy has her own project at a school, but
she also leaves it at times to work with others. We must work together and support each other to
advance.
Bertha (GenderCC) said it requires long term engagement with farmers and a process of supporting
and tracking and sharing experiences. Ntombi raised the issues of how and when. It takes time,
monitoring is required, it is a process. How are we engaging? We must relate to farmer needs. Is an
enterprise growing and meeting what the farmer wants? However, Ntombi is feeling positive about
the work so far. Farmers have greater confidence to say, for example, what irrigation they want. On
garden design, farmers are learning from each other. We need more collaboration, and a willingness
to share markets.
Stephen (GenderCC/Seriti) pointed to the importance of having a core of producers, with individual
support for garden design and production planning and then coordination across farms. There is a
need for greater diversity in production. For example Nana was talking about spinach
overproduction. This is known, so why do you keep doing spinach?
We can also note, though, that others we met on the learning journey indicated good markets for
spinach.

Nana agreed on diversity. She said covo is in demand. It can be harvested until June. Farmers must
check the market. We can forget tomatoes, as ZZ2 has captured that market. Pumpkin is also very
cheap, you can get a big head of pumpkin from commercial farmers for R20. So what’s the point of us
producing these? We must find a gap. Hawkers like covo. We can then plant spinach in December for
winter when there is less of it around.
Sello (Midvaal LM) said this is really a learning journey. It is inspiring, especially Phori. Sello has
worked with youth, there are programmes to push them to do their own things. But it goes for 2
months then they get discouraged. Phori started from nothing. It is uplifting to see it is possible.
Farming takes time, it needs perseverance.
Stephen pointed to AFRA as a good example of starting at the base with farmers, discussing their
needs with farmers making decisions on priorities and what to spend money on to advance their
project. Ayanda from AFRA was invited to share their experiences so far.
Ayanda explained that AFRA is an NGO based in Pietermaritzburg working on farm dwellers’ and
farm workers’ rights. At the start of Covid people started planting, and AFRA worked on agriculture
with youth. It is a pilot project and they are learning. They started with food relief but this is short
term, and can create dependency. So AFRA assisted people to grow their own food, looking at both
crops and livestock. They started with Umzansi Youth for Business (UYB) but they don’t have land.
AFRA was involved with UYB Agriculture Club and they developed their own food lab concept for
experimentation and learning. The aspect of agroecology was incorporated. The initial idea was to do
the production on one site. They were going to divide up the site. Youth divided according to what
they were interested in and formed 6 groups: nursery, livestock, poultry, and some crop groups. They
divided resources between the groups. But the area was small and they identified other sites. There
are links between the groups and they still work together. The groups acquire resources themselves.
It is not top down. There are always challenges, but it is best if there is communication. NGOs should
not impose. Lots of adjusting is needed from original plans.
Nana asked about how support can be provided if land sizes are so different between farmers.
Ntombi indicated that a blanket approach cannot work. Initially the plan was to support 1 ha per
farmer because of limited resources, but with an option of what the farmer wants. They may plant
different crops and have different irrigation and other needs. We can’t just give support because
there is some money. How does the support benefit farmers? Even on training, ideas for content
came from farmers. We must consider farm design and use existing resources and assets.
Nana indicated a need for equipment for processing for the network. Others can do a nursery. Others
can look at aggregation and markets. But there must be accountability.
Stephen proposed support to enterprises providing needed goods and services to the network rather
than just to individual farmers. Priorities for enterprise support must come from farmers in the
network following full discussion. There could be some support for individuals, but this must be
tailored to need, to assist in increasing production.
Wanga (Seriti) raised the issue that this place is cold in winter. Is it short term support or for longer
term production? If you have a net or greenhouse, you can produce at any time. Farmers should
discuss and agree what they want in the longer term. NGOs must then look at what is needed. If we
face reality, natural farming is very difficult in the open. We must provide support for the longer
term.

Nonhlanhla (GenderCC) said value could be added on bulk buying as a collective, with consistent
production from farmers, who are growing the same thing. A nursery can supply farmers with the
same varieties, and this could extend to standard compost for consistency of the final product.
Nana responded to a question about why she is producing under nets and explained that the quality
of produce is better under nets. Ntombi flagged that nets are very expensive. The people working
with Matshidiso know how to construct nets and tunnels properly. You must use the correct
materials, and must do it properly. It can work well if it is done correctly, but it is costly. Covo makes
sense. We could link to seedlings and the market, and support that value chain.
Phori said we either allow progress or hamper it. Matshidiso has infrastructure for a nursery. In the
interests of moving forward, that could be used instead of Phori doing it for the network. We must
look at what we have and then build on that.
Ntombi indicated that Matshidiso said she wanted to halt on further activities while mourning.
Initially she wants to do production for herself then later maybe consider expanding to the network.
This is part of the conversation.
Nonhlanhla reiterated that it is important to have defined agreements in writing, and organisation is
key.

Day 2: Wed 13 October 2021
Harvest Fresh, Vereeniging
https://www.harvestfresh.co.za/
Jimmy Zazini (Operations Manager) and Namhla Skweyiya (Technical Manager: Quality, Safety and
Sustainability) took participants on a guided tour of the facility. Harvest Fresh was established in
1994. George Maxted is the founding director, and the company is now 51% owned by Thebe
Investment Corporation. The company has 6 farms and operates a vertically integrated system where
they do seedlings, farming, processing and packaging, and distribution. The business is broken into
smaller units to make it more manageable. They move production to Brits in winter. They employ
more than 500 full time employees and pack 250-300 products daily.

Harvest Fresh seedling production, and processing and packaging www.harvestfresh.co.za

Harvest Fresh started off supplying shop-by-shop and it was largely informal. They currently have
their own brand and supply Freshmark/Shoprite, Pick ‘n Pay national, Spar and Woolworths. They do
some value addition, for example salad packs.
Harvest Fresh has a small-scale farmer support programme with several certifications and run a
student placement programme. Food safety is a crucial factor, and they prefer farmers with Sa GAP
certification. However, they do support farmers to comply with SA GAP standards on food safety and
are do procure from farmers who may not yet have certification but who are producing quality
products. They are currently working with five small scale farmers who have provided them with
consistent business, although they now need to scale. Small-scale farmers often can provide
products for them when there are short term supply gaps. Quality, consistency and frequency of
supply are the key criteria. They do not have a premium organic line at present because the market is
weak in their assessment. In their own production they use pesticides, indicating that it would be
very difficult to produce profitably without using these.

Freshlinq, Vanderbijlpark
https://www.freshlinq.com/
Freshlinq started the first virtual trading platform for fresh produce in South Africa in 2010. Since
then it has expanded to the management and operation of physical fresh produce markets in
Gauteng, Limpopo and Mpumalanga. They also facilitate direct marketing, linking producers and
consumers, and are looking to expand their operations to include staging facilities and distribution
centres. Adri Maartens (Manager) took participants on a short tour of the fresh produce facility. The
FPM sells on behalf of producers on consignment. Producers have their own brands. The market
takes a 12% commission (lower for potatoes and onions). Payment terms are 5 working days by law.
RSA Agents pay 3 times a week so farmers can get their money quickly. Farmers do experience
problems elsewhere with slow payment. The Agricultural Produce Agents Council (APAC)2 is the
regulatory body. They do unannounced inspections. There are rules on stock management. Price is
based on supply and demand e.g. potato prices were high because of limited stock. As a result agents
had to limit purchases. This changes seasonally.

Freshlinq market, Vanderbijlpark

2
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Inmed Aquaponics Social Enterprise, Randvaal
Participants travelled to Inmed Aquaponics where Kara Mashava (Farm Manager) and Petrus Tsotetsi
(Assistant Manager and training facilitator) gave an overview and tour of the site.
Inmed3 is a US based organisation partnering in a number of countries including South Africa, Peru,
Brazil, Korea and Jamaica. It is a non-profit company / social enterprise that works with community
groups to develop aquaponics to benefit previously disadvantaged individuals for food and income
generation using organic production. This is coupled with a healthy eating programme and links to
climate and sustainable agriculture.
The Vaal site started production in January 2021 on land leased from a local school (Karel de Wet)
which was donated by Iscor. They are using borehole water. There has been rapid development, with
funding from USAID, Mondelez and the Gauteng provincial government but with the aim to be
self-sustaining, with revenue from sales to support activities.
Aquaponics is a closed symbiotic system that combined fish farming with hydroponics. The Inmed
standard commercial-sized system is based on 5 fish tanks and 10 grow beds. These are in separate
units for temperature control (the fish need an ambient temperature of 32-40oC connected by pipes
and a submersive pump which cycle water between the units. They are using tilapia and catfish. The
fish excrete ammonia, then this is converted into nitrates for the plants. The plants absorb the
nutrients from the fish water and the cleaned water is then recycled to the fish. Quality water must
be used. They do use chemicals for disease control on plants, but these must not be harmful to the
fish as it will be in the water recycled back to the fish. They use commercial organic pest
management products such as bio-neem for light-bodied pests, Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) and
pyrethroids (plant extracts).

https://inmed.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/AquaponicsInfographic.png

3
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5 fish tanks feed nutrient water into 10 grow beds

The fish tanks are constructed with concrete as this is durable and the tanks can be locked. However
this is expensive at around R500,000 for the aquaponic system including the vegetable unit. There
are also simpler, cheaper options e.g. you can use JoJo tanks, or mesh with a liner. Inmed have a
small system as a demonstration using a flow bin for the fish, a feeding trough for the plants, with
backflow water control. This tank can hold up to 500 fish. The small system could be set up for
around R15,000 but excluding the greenhouse structure.

Aquaponics can be adapted to resources and context, like this small system

Tilapia takes 9 months to maturity but can be harvested earlier. Catfish mature at 6 months. The
optimum number of fish per tank is 500, thus holding 4,500 per 5 tank tunnel. The fish can be used
or sold for food but this may require a cold chain of some sort. Inmed Vaal haven’t really looked for
formal markets for tilapia yet although they do sell informally. For now their focus is on establishing
the system.

Fingerlings are sourced from around South Africa. There is a company in Randburg (North
Johannesburg) for tilapia, and catfish come from Richard’s Bay (Northern KZN), Grahamstown
(Eastern Cape) and Ghariep Dam (Eastern Cape/Free State). These are long distances and there are
opportunities for local breeding. Inmed Vaal staff have done breeding training at Ghariep Dam and
are considering this. They use commercial fish feed with many companies providing that.
Hydroponic vegetables and herbs have higher yields compared with traditional agriculture. Grow
beds are 7m2 with stones as a substrate. Planting can be more intensive as there is no competition
for nutrients. Chemicals in the water must be monitored closely and there is need for precision. The
system has low labour needs but careful management is required.
They have harvested lettuce at the site, and are now producing tomatoes as well. They do package
on site. Tomatoes are very profitable using this system, with an average yield of 3kg/plant x 720
plants x R40/kg per tunnel = R86,400 per cycle. But a lot of upfront investment and ongoing
management is required.
As a separate activity, Inmed Vaal are also producing indoor microgreens, and outdoor vegetables on
1 ha. Microgreens are being sold to an aggregator in Centurion (near Pretoria). It is a profitable crop.
They are currently selling at R300/kg and one tray produces 0.5kg. The greens can last for 3-5 days at
13oC storage after harvest. Inmed are also producing outdoor vegetables. They currently sell spinach
to Freshlinq, and are starting tomatoes. They will do more spinach as they can compete on quality.

Indoor microgreens, outdoor vegetables at Inmed Aquaponics

They have established a training centre and started training at the end of September 2021. They are
still developing a training programme and prices. The first course was priced at R5,000 for a 2 day
introduction in Pretoria with USAID funding participants. Training will range from a 2 day introduction
through to NQF Level 5 with up to one year training. They are AgriSETA accredited.
The plan is to operate a spoke and hub model, with satellite farms where people will train and then
set up their own systems. The Vaal site will be a centre for processing and marketing.

Wrap up discussion day 2
Participants assembled at Midvaal LM offices for a concluding discussion and closure. Ms Malebese
Mkaza (Development Manager) and Sello Tlhake (Social Development) welcomed participants.

Bertha kicked off discussion, saying the best learning for her was the Market Fresh FPM. She had
never really seen this before and it is something for farmers to aspire to. Opportunities are there to
supply good quality. Food safety is an issue which we don’t often consider. We should aim for some
farmers to get to that level.
Ntombi agreed, saying that Harvest Fresh offered opportunities and mentorship. Not all farmers
supplying there are in LocalGAP. They are prepared to work with farmers and assist them to improve
quality. Charity, a farmer who presented there, is still small-scale but because of quality she can
expand her volumes. She is making money. This requires partnerships, and farmers to work together,
including production planning throughout the year to coordinate crops, and consistency of
production. “No man is an island”. We must work together according to the correct standards. On
logistics farmers must learn how to do it, how to establish and manage the cold chain. There are
many opportunities if we are organised. The FPMs offer an opportunity, as does the local market in
Vanderbijlpark. Inmed microgreens are profitable, and they have health benefits. It is good business
sense.
Dilip (farmer from Midvaal) said it is good to see marketing opportunities are available just around
the corner that he didn’t know about because for small farmers markets are often the biggest
problem. It is also interesting to see scientific development in small-scale agriculture and hi-tech
skills. This was a very good adventure.
Ayanda said there is a reason for working together, to localise. Farmers often feel the need to be part
of the formal markets. George said he has not forgotten where he started, that the local market is
the biggest.
Mthetho agreed that it is good to see science and information, showing that agriculture is not only
hard labour. At Inmed finances were put in. It has only been in operation since January. But we must
flag around organic/agroecology. This is a challenge. One section is organic but there is not much
there.
Ntombi said she had asked Harvest Fresh if they would look at organic produce, and they said no
because that market is limited. Small-scale farmers could try but he can’t promise anything.
Stephen suggested that we must move away from the concept of organic as a premium market. We
must reverse the discussion. A big benefit for farmers is lower input costs and healthy food. These
can be part of the mass market. Locally produced with less expensive inputs allows farmers to keep
more of the returns, and the local community gets access to cheaper, healthy food. Also, we must
differentiate organic and agroecological. Organic can still be large monocultures, under tunnels etc as
we have seen at Masebe Farm and elsewhere. Agroecology in essence is about farm-level and wide
integration with the ecology and promoting diversity above and below the soil, with a mix of crops,
trees, animals, medicinal and wild plants etc in integrated production. The logic is to first produce for
your own household needs, and then share and sell surpluses into the local community. This requires
diversity of products to sustain yourself, grains, vegetables, meat etc. It calls for a different model of
agriculture and food systems, from the bottom up, in harmony with the ecosystem. We are still far
from this vision, never mind the practice. We are stuck on commodity production.
Bertha said we must demystify agroecology, and break it down so it can be better understood.
There was a question about what happened to GDARD as they are an important actor. They were
invited and did accept, but did not show up. This does highlight that civil society remains weak in
government engagement. There are resources and programmes for small-scale producers but we

don’t know where or the processes of engagement, allocation etc. This needs much more systematic
work. We do want to see if we can find ways to work with local and provincial government especially.
Vincent (farmer) said a farmer’s first idea is to start planting and see what works. After a while you
can see whether there are markets, and then you need to specialise. You can home in on a particular
plants and its needs, and find markets for that product. A market like Harvest Fresh is difficult as
there are lots of barriers e.g. safety, but farmers could start to build a market.
Ntombi said that Harvest Fresh farmers are not now LocalGAP accredited. This will develop over
time. Quality is key for the FPMs. A farmer can make money on 2 ha. Small-scale farmers do also fill
in gaps and supply them when markets are short.
Nonhlanhla said it is encouraging to see that FPMs can take produce from small-scale farmers. There
is an opportunity including for organic. This was a great experience. Thanks to Ntombi for organising.
Ntombi expressed thanks to everyone for attending, and thanked colleagues for their support, and
the Midvaal LM for their openness to engage.
The Midvaal LM closed by saying they hope the relationship will bear fruit. The learning journey has
introduced farmers to resources they were not even aware of. On that note the learning journey
closed.

Key issues arising
●

●
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●

●

●

●
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●

Individual vs network support – can do both, but think about longer term benefits rather than
benefits just for one season. Hence, it makes sense to identify key goods and services that could
be provided locally within the network, and support these which can benefit many farmers
rather than just one farmer at a time.
Farmers should group together, discuss the approach, and take decisions on priority use of
resources.
At farm level, farm design and farm plans are important.
At area level farmer coordination and organisation are crucial, including production planning,
use of shared assets with defined agreements on roles and obligations, quality control and
consistency.
Work on defined supply chains for particular products from seedling production through
coordinated production to aggregation, processing, logistics and markets e.g. produce covo
seedlings for a group of farmers, store at Nana, and sell together to street traders.
Identify existing assets that can be shared in network – for example Masebe Farm nursery,
manure from cattle and poultry farmers with potential to develop an enterprise to produce and
distribute compost, cold storage/aggregation at Nana Khumalo, processing at Nana and Masebe
Farm, Masebe training venue.
Benefits of networking include lower input prices, shared knowledge, aggregation and joint
marketing, use of shared assets, and local multiplier effects that keep money in the locality for
longer as a result of buying and selling to each other.
Consider integration of different elements into a unified system, for example if aquaponics could
be adapted for local context and integrated into production systems.
There is a continuing debate about agroecology vs organic vs conventional farming. In the short
term, conventional farming seems to benefit farmers as it easier and inputs are readily available
(although expensive). But in the longer term, we are poisoning the soil and water, and the food
we eat. Many issues have surfaced including effective pest management, sufficient organic
materials for mulching, and the pros and cons of integrated and diverse production. From what

●

●

●

●

we saw in the learning journey there are many issues around monocrops, use nets and tunnels,
plastic, toxic chemical use etc that raise concerns about the ecological dimensions of production
which are becoming more important. It is clear also that the concept of agroecology is not well
elaborated, although it is based on many indigenous practices. NGOs promoting agroecology
need to do more work to connect it more directly to the lived experiences of farmers.
Roles for NGOs can include facilitating discussion and organisational development, and
supporting farmers to access resources. NGOs should not impose their own models although
they should contribute to robust discussion on pros and cons of different approaches and ideas
with farmers to assist farmers in thinking through their options.
The importance of local politics and embedded knowledge should not be underestimated. It
takes time for groups to find common ground and consensus, and systems for accountability and
conflict resolution are needed. NGOs must enter areas carefully and with trusted partners, and
be prepared to remain with people over longer time periods.
There is a clear disconnect between civil society and government programmes. There are
resources, but these are narrowly targeted, with top down planning and implementation.
Government and large sections of civil society are not connecting with each other. Civil society is
weakly organised at the grassroots to take advantage of available opportunities.
Work needs to be done on engaging with government especially at local and provincial levels.
Civil society must identify which departments / units and which individuals and make a
systematic effort to meet, share and discuss and find ways to work together. It helps to have a
defined base of producers, then we can know where to start with government.

Annex 1: Gauteng Learning Journey Programme
Day 1: Tuesday 12 October 2021
08h45

Meet all partners at Evaton Mall, cnr Golden Highway and Eastern Rd

09h00 to 09h30

Converge to Masebe Farm, Rietspruit

09h30 to 10h00

Opening, welcome and introductions, overview of learning journey – Ntombi
Matjene / Stephen Greenberg, GenderCC and Seriti Institute
Tour of Masebe farm – Mrs Tshidi Masebe and team and discussion
Tea
Travel to Rietfontein - Mr Phori Ntsane, Rietspruit Community Project
Tour of Rietspruit Community Project farm and discussion
Travel to Unitas Park - Ms Nana Khumalo’s farm, introductions
Lunch
Tour of Nana Khumalo’s farm and discussion
Discussion on lessons learnt in farm visits, discuss possible solutions (WWF,
GDARD and Midvaal Local Municipality to join)
Close for the day

10h00 to 10h45
10h45-11h15
11h15 to 11h30
11h30 to 12h15
12h15 to 12h45
12h45 to 13h45
13h45 to 14h45
14h45 to 16h00
16h00

08h45
09h00 to 10h00
10h00 to 10h30
10h30 to 11h30
11h30 to 13h00
13h00 to 14h30
14h30 to 14h45
14h45 to 15h30
15h30 to 16h30
16h30

Day 2: Wednesday 13 October 2021
Meet at Harvest Fresh Market, De Deur (Plot 176, 2nd Road, Walkers Fruit
Farms)
Visit the market and discussion
Tea
Discussion
Travel to Freshlinq Market (Corner Edison Blvd and Muir St,
Vanderbijlpark), tour of market
Travel to Inmed Aquaponics, site tour
Travel to Midvaal municipal offices, introductions
Lunch
Discussion on lessons learnt in market visits, possible solutions. MMC and
officials to join in session
Thanks, closure and depart
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